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Game Information
Number of Players: 2-15
Playing Time: 10 minutes
Recommended Age: 10+

Game Objective
Take on the roles of RDF officers aboard the Super Dimensional 
Fortress-1. You’re the last line of defense against the massive 
invading Zentraedi fleet. After hours of raging battle, SDF-1’s Armor 
is failing, the Hull is buckling, Life Support systems are critical, and 
the Bridge is in chaos! It’s time to band together for the final battle. 

Report ship status, give emergency commands, and keep the 
SDF-1 functional all while returning fire against the relentless 
Zentraedi forces. Survive the last crucial minutes of battle or destroy 
the enemy fleet to save the Earth from annihilation!

Winning the Game
At the end of the final battle with the Zentraedi, if the SDF-1 is 
still operational, the crew is victorious.

Losing the Game
If the Zentraedi manage to overtake the SDF-1 before time runs 
out, the SDF-1 is captured and all is lost.

Game Components - not to scale
•	 1 SDF-1 Board with Spinner (1)
•	 8 SDF-1 Sector Tiles (2)
•	 16 SDF-1 System Tokens (3)
•	 81 RDF Action Cards (4)
•	 27 Event Cards (5)
•	 27 Zentraedi Ship Cards (6)
•	 22 Enemy Tactics Cards (7)
•	 8 Enemy Commander Cards (8)
•	 1 Zentraedi Event Timer: 30 seconds (9) - not shown
•	 1 Reflex Furnace Timer: 60 seconds (10) - not shown
•	 1 Reflex Cannon / Battle Timer: 5 minutes (11) - not shown
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Setup - Veteran 2-4 Players
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Note: With fewer than 5 players, refer to the additional setup 
instructions on page 13. For any other number of players, use these 
standard setup instructions:

The Zentraedi Player
Select one player to take on the role of the Zentraedi. All other 
players take on the roles of Robotech Defense Force (RDF) officers. 
The RDF Team must work together to stop the Zentraedi player from 
destroying the SDF-1.

The Game Board
Place the SDF-1 Board with the Spinner in the middle of the playing 
area, where everyone (especially the Zentraedi player) can reach it. 
Attach the 8 SDF-1 Sector Tiles to the SDF-1 Board as shown.

Setup Steps
1. Choose a desired Difficulty Level: Training, Veteran, or Elite. 

Following the Setup Chart below, place the appropriate System 
Level Tiles around the SDF-1 Board, near the Sector Tiles with 
the matching symbols.

2. Place the Reflex Cannon / Battle Timer near the RDF Team. 
Place the Reflex Furnace Timer next to the Reflex Furnace Level 
Tiles.

3. Shuffle the RDF Action Cards and split them into approximately 
equal face-down piles—one pile per RDF player. Give each 
RDF player one pile. Each player may review the cards in their 
pile. Then each player shuffles their pile and draws cards equal 
to the maximum Life Support value (the highest Life Support 
Level Tile in play) as a starting hand.

4. Shuffle the Event Cards and place them in a pile face up in 
front of the Zentraedi player (so the first Event Card’s text is 
visible).

5. Shuffle the Zentraedi Ship Cards and place them in a pile 
face down in front of the Zentraedi player. One at a time, the 
Zentraedi player draws and examines two Ship Cards and 
places each face down on different Sector Tiles. If they draw a 
Ship Card that shows a 6+ strength, place it at the bottom of 
the Ship Card deck instead and draw a replacement. Following 
this step, two Ship Cards of strength 3-5 will be face down on 
different Sector Tiles.

6. The Zentraedi player draws a starting hand of Ship Cards as 
indicated in the Setup Chart.

7. If using the Zentraedi Tactics Cards or Zentraedi Leader Cards, 
follow the additional setup instructions at the end of these 
rules.

Setup Chart
Training

Armor: 3 - Flip 1                      Reflex: 3

Life Support: 3                            Hull: 7 

Armor: 3 - Flip 2                    Reflex: 3

Life Support: 2                           Hull: 7

Armor: 3 - Flip 3                   Reflex: 3

Life Support: 2                          Hull: 7

Veteran
Armor: 3 - Flip 1            Reflex: 3 - Flip 1

Life Support: 3 - Flip 1      Hull: 7 - Flip 2

Armor: 3 - Flip 1            Reflex: 3 - Flip 1

Life Support: 3 - Flip 1      Hull: 7 - Flip 2

Armor: 3 - Flip 3           Reflex: 3 - Flip 1

Life Support: 2 - Flip 1      Hull: 6 - Flip 2

Elite
Armor: 2 - Flip 1            Reflex: 3 - Flip 1

Life Support: 2 - Flip 1      Hull: 6 - Flip 2

Armor: 2 - Flip 2            Reflex: 2 - Flip 1

Life Support: 2 - Flip 1      Hull: 5 - Flip 2

Armor: 2 - Flip 2           Reflex: 2 - Flip 1

Life Support: 1                  Hull: 5 - Flip 2

Players

2-4

5-8

9+

•	 With less than 5 players remove “5+” RDF Action Cards
•	 Zentraedi player places 2 “3-5” Ship Cards on Sector Tiles before start

6 Cards 7 CardsZentraedi Hand Size 5 Cards
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Game Play Overview
Once setup is complete and all players are ready, the game starts 
with these two actions being done simultaneously:
1. An RDF player flips the Reflex Cannon / Battle Timer.
2. The Zentraedi player flips the Zentraedi Event Timer.

Play continues in real time until one of three events occurs:
1. The Zentraedi player completes one of their immediate victory 

conditions:
•	 Breaching the Reflex Furnace
•	 Destroying the Hull
•	 Completely surrounding the SDF-1

2. All of the Zentraedi Ship Cards - including those in the 
Zentraedi player’s draw deck, Zentraedi player’s hand and on 
the SDF-1 Board - have been destroyed.

3. The Reflex Cannon / Battle Timer runs out twice. When it runs 
out the first time, an RDF player fires the Reflex Cannon (see 
page 10) and flips the timer again. 

While play continues, the RDF Team works together as quickly 
as possible to repair damaged systems and fend off the attacking 
Zentraedi forces with their weapons systems and fighter squadrons. 
At the same time, the Zentraedi player inflicts damage on the 
SDF-1’s systems as dictated by the timed event cards while also 
placing and attacking with their Ship Cards.

SDF-1 Systems

The SDF-1 has 4 vital systems which may be damaged or repaired 
during play. Each system is represented by a set of system Tokens.  

When the system becomes damaged, the Zentraedi player flips the 
token from face up to face down.

Example: There are 3 Life Support tiles. Two are face up and one is 
face down. The current Life Support value is 2.

Armor
The Armor prevents damage to other systems. Whenever damage 
would be dealt to another system, instead reduce the Armor value 
by the indicated amount. Additional damage beyond the strength of 
the Armor passes through to the targeted system.

Example: The current Armor level is at 1 (out of a maximum value 
of 3). The Zentraedi player takes an action which deals 3 damage 
to the Hull. The Armor will absorb one point of the damage (and 
be reduced to zero as a result) and two points of that damage will 
impact the Hull.

Face Up Face Down
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Life Support
The Life Support system helps ensure the survival of the RDF 
players in the cold vacuum of space. Whenever RDF players draw 
additional Action Cards during play, the current value of the Life 
Support system dictates the number of cards drawn.

If the Life Support system is reduced to zero, play continues, but 
the RDF Team will be unable to draw more cards unless the system 
is repaired.

Reflex Furnace
The Reflex Furnace system powers the SDF-1. As long as the 
system value is 1 or higher, it functions normally. If at any point 
the Reflex Furnace system is reduced to zero, the Zentraedi player 
immediately flips the Reflex Furnace Timer.

Before this timer runs out, the RDF Team must work together to 
avert a catastrophic breach of the Reflex Furnace system by fully 
restoring it to its maximum value. If the system is fully repaired 
before the timer expires, the breach is averted. If the system is not 
fully repaired before the timer expires, the Reflex Furnace breaches, 
the SDF-1 is destroyed, and the Zentraedi player immediately wins.
The Reflex Furnace Timer is never flipped while it is running. The 

Reflex Furnace system can be damaged while the Timer is running, 
but the timer continues running even if the system is reduced to 
zero again.

As long as the Reflex Furnace system is fully restored to its 
maximum value (even if only for an instant) the current breach is 
averted, and the system is safe from the danger of breaching while 
the timer continues to run, even if it is reduced to zero again. No 
player should touch the timer again while it is running.

If the Timer runs out and the Reflex Furnace system was fully 
restored at some point while the timer was running, but the Reflex 
Furnace system was damaged again and shows a value of zero at 
the instant the timer runs out, a new breach starts and the Zentraedi 
player immediately flips the timer again.

Example: The Zentraedi player just damaged the last face up Reflex 
Furnace token. They immediately flip over the Reflex Furnace Timer. 
The RDF players have one minute to repair (flip over) all 3 Reflex 
Furnace tokens. They work well together, and manage to complete 
the repairs in only 40 seconds. The crisis has been averted! 
Unfortunately, 10 seconds later the Zentraedi again damage all 
3 Reflex Furnace tokens. But, the system is still safe for 10 more 
seconds while the timer continues to run. Of course, if the Reflex 
Furnace is still completely damaged when the timer runs out, it will 
be breached again and the RDF players will have one minute to fix it!

Hull

The Hull system indicates the remaining structural integrity of the 
SDF-1. If it is ever reduced to zero - even if only for an instant, the 

SDF-1 is destroyed and the Zentraedi player immediately wins.
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Status & Command Exchanges

Status and Command exchanges are performed by the players in an 
effort to survive the ordeal. Using these exchanges is how the RDF 
players win the game.

There are two primary actions that the RDF team can perform by 
completing communication exchanges:
•	 Repairing damaged systems
•	 Fighting back against the Zentraedi forces

To start an exchange, one RDF player selects an Action Card from 
their hand and reads aloud the Status text (one of the two statements 
on the upper part of the card). Other RDF players should listen for 
keywords from Status statements to see if they have a matching 
Command. To complete the exchange, a different player with a 
matching Command in hand reads the text of that command. 

Finally, the player who originally read the Status text executes the 
corresponding action as indicated by the icon to the left of the 
Status they read. Both cards - the one used for Status, and the one 
used for Command - are placed face up in their respective players’ 
personal discard piles adjacent to their personal draw piles.

RDF Team players may start and complete exchanges as quickly 
and frequently as possible at any time during play. They may even 
be able to manage more than one exchange at a time. To start an 
exchange, one RDF player selects an Action Card from their hand 
and reads aloud the Status text (one of the two statements in the 
upper part of the card below the word “Emergency!”). While one 
player announces a Status, another player may announce another 
Status, and other players may reply with Commands to complete 
those outstanding exchanges in any order. To prevent confusion, 
responding players may wish to point to the teammate for which 
they are completing the command.

A player may have only one incomplete Status at a time. If a player 
reads one and then another, the previous Status is nullified and 
cannot be completed with a corresponding Command until it is 
announced again.

A player can never respond to their own Status with their own 
Command.

Repair
Usually, a repair will require the specific Status and Command for 
that system. However, some Repair Commands 
can be used for any system and pair with any
Armor, Hull, Reflex Furnace, or Life Support
Status. Increase the repaired system as indicated
on the Status card. Repair Commands cannot
complete other Statuses such as Attacks or Scouts.
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Attack Commands
Unlike other systems, Attack Statuses do not have a common 
keyword. Instead, players must listen for the name of one of the 
SDF-1’s many different weapon systems or fighter squadrons and 
reply with an Attack Command to complete the exchange.

If an Attack exchange is completed, both players discard the cards 
used for the exchange. Then the player who read the Status flicks 
the spinner and adds the resulting value to their card’s printed 
Attack value. That player then announces the combined total Attack 
value (spinner value plus printed Attack value) and only then selects 
a Zentraedi Ship Card to target.

If the Ship Card is face down, flip it face up 
first before resolving the attack. 

If the Ship Card’s strength is equal to or less than the total attack 
value, the card is destroyed and removed from the board. (Slide 
destroyed Ship Cards anywhere outside the immediate play area to 
indicate their defeat.)

If the Ship Card strength is greater than the attack value, the attack 
is unsuccessful and nothing happens to the enemy ship. (The 
Action Cards used for the attack were already discarded and are not 
reclaimed.)

Scout Commands

                       If a Scout Command exchange is completed, the     
                       activating player (who read the Status) may choose  
                       a facedown Ship Card. That player executes its 
                       bonus and then flips it face up in place. The 
back sides of Ship Cards indicate one of the following bonuses that 
the activating player may execute:

                       Repair any system by 1. The player who read the 
                       Status flips any one system tile over to the 
                       repaired side.

                       Draw cards. The player who read the Status tells 
                       the RDF players to draw cards equal to the 
                       current Life Support value. 

Example: If the current Life Support value were two, the player 
would announce “Draw 2 cards!” All RDF players, including the 
Status reader, immediately draw cards into their hands from their 
personal draw piles.



Other Actions
There are two other commands available to the RDF Team that can 
be powerful when executed at the right time!

All Hands, Concentrate Firepower!
Even with powerful Attack cards and fortunate results from the 
spinner, a single attack may be insufficient to destroy stronger 
Zentraedi ships, particularly those of strength 6+. To better combat 
these threats, the RDF Team can freely employ a combined team 
attack to focus multiple attacks on a single target. To do so, follow 
these steps:

1. At any point during play, any member of the RDF Team may 
exclaim “All Hands, Concentrate Firepower!”

2. Upon hearing this, all RDF Team players (including whoever 
proclaimed “Concentrate Firepower!”) may select one or more 
Action Cards from their hands containing Attack Statuses, 
placing them in a single face-up pile in front of the player who 
proclaimed “Concentrate Firepower!”

3. This player sums the Attack Status values on those cards as 
they are played and, when satisfied with the sum, flicks the 
spinner. The spun value is added to the card sum to produce a 
single Attack value.

4. The player declaring “Concentrate Firepower!” chooses a 
Zentraedi ship to target and resolves it like normal using the 
combined Attack value.

5. The pile of Action Cards used for the team attack are set aside 
and removed for the remainder of the game.

“All Hands, Concentrate Firepower!” is a powerful tool for the RDF 
Team, especially in combatting tough Zentraedi targets, but using it 
too often will deplete the team’s defenses.

“All Hands, Brace For Impact!”
Throughout the course of battle, the RDF Team may find themselves 
without cards or without the right combination of cards. One last 
gambit at the RDF Team’s disposal helps them get ready for the next 
part of the Zentraedi onslaught. To perform it, follow these steps:

1. At any point during play, any member of the RDF Team may 
exclaim “All Hands, Brace For Impact!”

2. Upon hearing this, all RDF Team players may immediately 
draw Action Cards from their personal draw piles into hand 
equal to the current Life Support level. (Be careful not to call 
out this command when Life Support is at zero!)

3. In response, the Zentraedi player may immediately attack (see 
“Zentraedi Attacks” on page 12).

While Scouting provides the RDF Team with the optimal method for 
drawing more Action Cards, “All Hands, Brace For Impact!” should 
be called as frequently as needed to ensure that RDF players do 
not remain idle and that sufficient options exist for responding to 
system damage and incoming Zentraedi ships.

Running Out of Cards
When an RDF player’s personal draw pile is exhausted, they 
immediately replenish it by flipping their personal discard pile 
over—without shuffling—to form a new draw pile.

Reflex Cannon
The first time the Reflex Cannon Timer runs out, any RDF Team 
player should immediately flip it over. This marks the halfway point 
of the battle and it now functions as the Battle Timer. Additionally, 
the RDF Team player that flipped the timer over can fire the Reflex 
Cannon, immediately destroying any one Zentraedi Ship on the 
board. 

Zentraedi Player Gameplay
As the RDF Team frantically tries to keep the SDF-1 operational, the 
Zentraedi player commands an invasion fleet, inflicting damage on 
the SDF-1 and executing punishing events on the RDF Team. When 
the game begins, the Zentraedi player follows these basic rules in 
real time as they become applicable:

Whenever the Zentraedi player is not performing an action and does 
not have a full hand of cards, they replenish it from their Ship Card 
deck.

When the Zentraedi Event Timer runs out, they immediately flip the 
timer and act upon the topmost face-up Zentraedi Event Card 
(see “Zentraedi Events” on page 11).

10
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When an RDF Team member calls out “All Hands, Brace For 
Impact!” the Zentraedi player immediately performs an attack 
(see “Zentraedi Attacks” on page 12).

Zentraedi Ships 

The Zentraedi Ship deck consists of a number of Zentraedi Ship 
Cards that the Zentraedi player uses to assault the SDF-1. When 
a Zentraedi Event indicates the arrival of one or more ships in the 
vicinity of the SDF-1, the Zentraedi player immediately responds 
by placing the prescribed number of Ship Cards face down, filling 
in the empty spaces of their choosing on the SDF-1 Board. The 
Zentraedi player then replenishes their hand of Ship Cards from the 
Zentraedi Ship deck.

Should the Zentraedi player not possess the number of Ship Cards 
in hand prescribed by the Event in progress, they place as many as 
they do have, forfeiting the rest of the current placement.

If the Zentraedi Ship deck becomes exhausted, play continues as 
long as at least one Zentraedi Ship Card remains on the 
SDF-1 Board.

Friendly Ships
Some ships in the enemy ship deck are actually friendly ships. The 
Zentraedi player will place these as they would any other ship and 
the SDF-1 Team may destroy it before scouting it. However, if it is 
scouted and turned face up, it will occupy a spot on the board and 
it will not attack if the spinner lands on it during a Zentraedi attack. 
When the Zentraedi player has an opportunity to destroy a ship on 
the board, they may select the friendly ship to destroy.

Zentraedi Events
Each time the Zentraedi Event Timer runs out, the Zentraedi player 
may perform one of two actions:
1. Execute the topmost face up Event Card as written, and then 

place it in a discard pile, or
2. Perform an Attack (see “Zentraedi Attacks” below), placing 

the topmost face up Event Card in the discard pile without 
executing its action.

Before taking the chosen action, the Zentraedi player flips the Event 
Timer so that the time to the next event execution starts to elapse 
while the current event is being resolved.

If the Zentraedi player chooses to execute the event, they immediately 
carry out the described action, which may include placing more 
Ship Cards from their hand or inflicting damage to SDF-1 systems 
(see “System Damage” and “Direct Hits” below). Then, they place 
the Event Card into a discard pile, revealing the next face-up Event 
Card. If they deployed Ship Cards, they refill their hand only after 
fully resolving the Event Card.

The Zentraedi player, for any number of tactical reasons, may find 
the current Event Card undesirable. If they do not wish to perform 
it when the Event Timer expires, the player may instead slide it into 
the discard pile without executing its effect and perform an Attack 
instead (see “Zentraedi Attacks” on the next page).

                 Contact! Immediately deploy ships. For each ‘add ship’            
                    icon, select one ship and place it on a sector tile.

                  Incoming Fire! Immediately apply 1 damage to the 
                  indicated area, applying damage to the armor first.

                 Direct  Hit! Immediately apply damage directly to the 
                 indicated area, ignoring armor.

The Zentraedi player should be mindful of the next Event Card that 
will become available to perform when the Event Timer runs out so 
that they can either perform its effects quickly or skip it in favor of 
an Attack instead.
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Zentraedi Attacks
There are a number of situations that can allow the Zentraedi player 
to perform an attack. Most often, this will be instead of executing 
the current Event Card or in reaction to an RDF player calling out 
“All Hands, Brace For Impact!” Other opportunities to attack may 
appear during the game, so the Zentraedi player should be on the 
lookout for them!

Regardless of the stimulus which triggers the Attack opportunity, 
the Zentraedi player performs the following:

1. Flick the spinner and identify the space of the SDF-1 Board to 
which it points after the spin is completed.

2. If a Ship Card is present on the indicated space, flip it face up 
if necessary.

3. Complete the corresponding action as indicated on either the 
indicated face up Ship Card or, if the space does not contain 
a Ship Card, the Board itself. If more than one icon is shown, 
the Zentraedi player performs their actions in order from left to 
right. If an action cannot be performed, it is skipped.

Most SDF-1 Board spaces and Ship Cards indicate damage to one 
or more SDF-1 systems. Other Attack results include:

                Deploy Ship. The Zentraedi player immediately places 
                    Ship Cards from their hand on the SDF-1 Board 
                     (following normal placement procedures) 
corresponding to the number of Deploy Ship icons depicted.

                 Attack. Following completion of the current Attack 
                 sequence, the Zentraedi player performs 
                 another full Attack sequence.

System Damage
When an attack or event dictates that the SDF-1 suffers damage, it is 
always the Zentraedi player who executes the damage. Except when 
resolving Direct Hits (see below), any damage that would apply to 
a non-Armor system is instead afflicted upon the current Armor 
level. Should the Armor level be reduced to zero, damage is applied 
directly to the targeted system.

To apply damage, the Zentraedi player resolves the damage icons 
in order from left to right, flipping the highest system level tile of 
the impacted system to its damaged side for each point of damage 
incurred. If a system (e.g. the Hull or Reflex Engine) is reduced 
to zero level, the Zentraedi player may need to perform additional 
actions as discussed in the system’s operations instructions above.

Direct Hits
Some damage incurred by the SDF-1 is applied as a Direct Hit 
               In these cases, the Armor system does not absorb the 
               damage and is not reduced in level. Instead, the 
        indicated system is damaged regardless of the current  
Armor system level.

Game End

The RDF Team wins in one of two ways:

1. Repel Attackers: If the Reflex Cannon / Battle Timer is 
exhausted for a second time and the Zentraedi player has not 
already claimed victory. 

2. Destroy All Ships: If the Zentraedi player ever possesses no 
Ship Cards in hand, in their Ship Card draw deck, or on the 
SDF-1 Board (because all of them have been discarded or 
destroyed), the RDF Team also wins.
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The Zentraedi player wins in one of three ways:

1. Hull = 0: If the Hull system is reduced to level zero - even for 
an instant - the SDF-1 is destroyed and the Zentraedi player 
claims victory.

2. Reflex Engine Breach: If the Reflex Engine Timer runs out 
before the RDF Team is able to restore the Reactor system to 
its maximum value, the SDF-1 is destroyed and the Zentraedi 
player wins immediately.

3. Hopelessly Surrounded: If there are ever eight Zentraedi Ship 
Cards deployed on the SDF-1 Board, and the Zentraedi player 
attempts to add a ninth, the SDF-1’s fate is sealed and the 
Zentraedi player wins.

The Zentraedi player does not win automatically if the Life Support 
system is reduced to level zero, even if RDF Team players cannot 
complete any further exchanges with their remaining cards. To win, 
the Zentraedi player must succeed in bringing the game to one of 
the three victory states listed above.

Different Player Counts

Playing With 2 Players
To play with two players, the following adjustments are made to the 
rules above.

Setup
1. Return all RDF Action Cards with the “5+” symbol to the game 
box. Distribute the remaining Action Cards roughly evenly to each 
player from which each draws the appropriate starting hand.
2. Return the Zentraedi Event Cards and the Reflex Cannon / Battle 
Timer to the game box.
3. Neither player assumes the role of the Zentraedi. Instead, assign 
one player the responsibility of deploying Zentraedi Ship Cards as 
needed and the other player the task of reducing system levels when 
damage is incurred.
4. Shuffle the Zentraedi Ship Cards and place two on the board 
following normal setup instructions. The remaining Ship Cards are 
placed in a face down pile, but no Ship Cards are drawn into hand.

Gameplay
The game is played as normal with some modifications.

While still played in real time (but usually at a less frantic pace), 
the RDF Team goal is no longer to survive the Zentraedi assault for a 
fixed period of time. Rather, the two RDF players must work together 
to defeat the entire Zentraedi fleet.

At any time, either player may call out “All Hands, Brace For 
Impact!” which triggers the following actions:
•	 Each player draws Action Cards equal to the current Life 

Support system level, as usual.
•	 One player draws and places on the SDF-1 Board (face down, 

in the locations of their choosing) one or more Zentraedi Ship 
Cards. The players may discuss how many Ship Cards to draw 
and where to place each Ship Card as they are drawn. If the 
Ship Card draw pile is exhausted, skip this step.

•	 Once the players agree that enough Ship Cards have been 
placed as a result of this action, one player performs the 
function of a Zentraedi attack, flicking the spinner and resolving 
the damage on the indicated SDF-1 Board space or Ship Card 
as usual.

With each call of “All Hands, Brace For Impact!” the RDF Team 
will need to decide whether placing fewer or more Ship Cards at 
once is in their best interest. More Ship Cards placed at once will 
result in fewer Zentraedi attacks during the game, but as Ship Cards 
generally inflict more damage than empty spaces, the attacks may 
be more devastating.

During play, if the Reflex Engine level is reduced to zero, the Reflex 
Engine Timer is still flipped, and the players must still restore the 
system to full before the timer is exhausted in order to avert a breach.
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Game End
The RDF Team claims victory only if every Zentraedi Ship Card 
(those on the SDF-1 Board and those in the Ship Card deck) has 
been destroyed. The RDF Team loses if the Hull level is reduced to 
zero, the Reflex Engine breaches, “All Hands, Brace For Impact!” is 
called with eight Ship Cards on the SDF-1 Board, or Life Support is 
reduced to level zero and the players cannot act with their current 
hands of cards. 

Playing With 3-4 Players
When playing with three or four players total, return all RDF Action 
Cards with the “5+” symbol to the game box as in two-player 
setup. With three or four players, the game can be played normally 
(with the selection of a single Zentraedi player and an RDF Team of 
2 or 3) or fully cooperatively as in the two-player setup.

Playing With Many Players
Playing with a large group yields a fast-paced, exciting game with 
the potential for chaos and confusion unless the RDF Team learns to 
communicate efficiently. Additionally, some players may be unable 
to reach all of the system Level Tiles to complete their repair actions 
or the SDF-1 Board to complete attacks. In these cases, you may 
wish to designate a player responsible for maintaining each system 
or performing SDF-1’s attack spins and having players out of reach 
channel the execution of their actions through those players.

Always ensure the Zentraedi player can reach all system Level Tiles 
and the entirety of the SDF-1 Board.

Optional Components

After a few games, when players have become familiar with the core 
mechanics, they may wish to add the following optional components 
to subsequent gameplay experiences. Each component is fully 
modular and can be included or omitted as desired, alone or in 
combination with other optional components.

Zentraedi Tactics Cards 

To play with the Zentraedi Tactics Cards, shuffle these cards during 
setup and place them in front of the Zentraedi player. When they 
draw their initial hand of cards, they may draw from either the 
Zentraedi Ship Card deck or the Zentraedi Tactics Card deck. The 
Zentraedi player may examine each card drawn before deciding 
from which deck to draw next. Whenever the Zentraedi player would 
draw cards during the game, they may draw from either or both 
decks in the same manner.

The Zentraedi Tactics Cards provide the Zentraedi player with another 
method of menacing the RDF Team. At the top of each Tactics Card, 
a trigger is presented—either a phrase or the state of something 
in the game. If the Zentraedi player has the Tactics Card in hand 
during the game, and the game state listed (e.g. “two or more ships 
are deployed” or “Armor is at maximum level”) is true—even for 
an instant—the Zentraedi player reads aloud (preferably in a loud, 
menacing voice meant to distract the RDF Team) the subsequent 
text and then performs the action listed at the bottom of the Tactics 
Card.

Some Tactics Cards are instead triggered when an RDF Team 
member uses the listed word or phrase during play (e.g. “Armor” 
or “Repair”). If the Zentraedi player hears these words, they may 
respond by reading aloud the text on the Tactics Card and then 
performing the action listed.
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After the Tactics Card is used, the Zentraedi player places it in a 
face down discard pile to indicate it is no longer available and 
replenishes their hand as usual.

A few notes concerning Zentraedi Tactics Cards:
•	 The Zentraedi player must always read the full Tactics Card 

text aloud, just as the RDF Team reads their Statuses and 
Commands aloud.

•	 The Zentraedi player may execute a Tactics Card even if it 
would have no (or a bad) effect on the game.

•	 Some Tactics Cards indicate prerequisites that must be 
performed before the rest of the action can be completed. If 
the Zentraedi player cannot or does not wish to complete the 
prerequisites in full, the rest of the action is ignored, and the 
card is still discarded.

•	 Some Tactics Cards may dictate that the Zentraedi player 
remove Ship Cards from the SDF-1 Board. Such cards are slid 
off the board as if they were defeated by the RDF Team.

•	 Tactics Cards which specifically deal Hull damage can never be 
used to reduce the Hull to level zero, though attacks performed 
via Tactics Cards can reduce the Hull to zero.

•	 If the Zentraedi Tactics deck becomes exhausted, the Zentraedi 
player continues and only draws Ship Cards for the rest of the 
game.

Zentraedi Leader Cards
Including the Zentraedi Leader Cards allows the Zentraedi player to 
call upon some powerful allies in an effort to overwhelm the RDF 
Team. During setup, the Zentraedi player shuffles the Leader Cards 
and then places a number of them face up in front of them equal 
to their maximum hand size. The rest of setup proceeds normally.

During play, the number of Leader Cards the Zentraedi player has 
face up dictates their current hand size. At any time, they may use 
the power listed on one of the face up Leader Cards by reading aloud 
its text and then performing the action which appears below it. Some 
Leader Card actions begin with a prerequisite; if the prerequisite is 
not met, the action is skipped.

After completing a Leader Card’s action, the Zentraedi player flips 
it face down. This immediately reduces their maximum hand size 
and the Zentraedi player must, if necessary, discard cards from their 
hand to meet the new hand size restriction.

Using many Leader Cards early in the game may severely inhibit the 
Zentraedi player’s ability to combat the RDF Team later due to their 
reduced hand size. As the game continues, the Zentraedi player may 
wish to call upon more Leaders (even at the expense of their hand 
size) as a last-ditch effort to defeat the SDF-1.
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Playing With the Audio Track
An audio track (which provides announcements issued from the 
perspective of the SDF-1’s computer voice) may be substituted for 
the Event Card deck to create an even more dynamic and exciting 
gameplay experience. During setup, keep the Zentraedi Event Deck 
and Event Timer in the box. Instead, select the desired audio track 
and place it at the control of the Zentraedi player.

When the game starts, the Reflex Cannon / Battle Timer is still 
flipped to allow the firing of the Reflex Cannon by the RDF Team, but 
it is not flipped a second time. Instead, the end of the audio track 
will signal the RDF Team’s victory, provided the SDF-1 remains in 
one piece that long.

In lieu of using the Event Cards, the Zentraedi player instead follows 
the action prompts of the audio track, placing Zentraedi Ship Cards 
as dictated by the track’s indication of enemy ships arriving, and 
performing Attacks when “Incoming enemy fire” is announced. 
Direct Hits are signaled by the use of the phrase “Direct Hit.”

As with the Zentraedi Event Cards, RDF Team players do not need to 
listen to nor follow any of the prompts provided by the audio track.

A variety of audio tracks are available on the Escape Velocity Games 
website.
•	 Website: http://www.escapevelocitygames.com

Pausing the Game
Should it be necessary to interrupt a game in progress, follow these 
steps immediately to avoid the need to fully reset the game.
If a need to pause is identified, a player can yell “Pause!” repeatedly 
to signal a need to pause.
The player nearest to each running timer should set them on their 
sides, noting which end was up.
Players should complete any actions in progress, including the full 
sequence of any Zentraedi Tactics reactions.

When resuming, the Zentraedi player should provide a countdown, 
and RDF Team players should set previously active timers to 
resume. Any Statuses previously read but not completed must be 
repeated to be considered active. 
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